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ArcGIS API for JavaScript: What’s New



SDK UPDATES

Presenter
Presentation Notes
built to consume a wide variety of open and Esri formats, all of which can be viewed together in the same experience.



PERFORMANCE Faster loading.  >100kb less JS
Vector tile optimizations
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UPDATEVector tile layers: Vector tile layers now load 50% faster due to improved vector tile fetching including more parallelization of requests, and tile processing optimizations.Feature layers: Feature layer rendering improved due to optimizations related to triangulation of geometries. Triangulation processing improved without reducing quality.Lines: 4.12 greatly increases the performance of line processing by minimizing the JavaScript functions calls that need to be executed when processing the line data, and in the case of thin lines, we moved to a simplified processing technique which results in the creation of much fewer vertices without visual artifacts.Fast map updates when changing the attribute being rendered: When you change the data you are using for rendering, the the map will update quickly without flickering.



• 30,696 zip code polygons: significantly faster load
• Faster rendering of line features
• Highly performant FeatureLayers through Feature Tiles
• Fast renderer updates  no flashing!

PERFORMANCE: FEATURE LAYERS

4.104.14

Presenter
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Future: Investigating creating a web assembly version of the feature tile processing pipeline (longer term project). Not clear if it will be optimal solution (geometry engine example)Up till now we have used Earcut for Vector Tiles and LibTess for Feature Layers. Libtess is much slower than Earcut but can handle non simple geometries. In 4.12 we now use earcut to triangulate and then use earcut to check for the correctness of the geometry using the deviation api of earcut.  If tessellation is not good we will fallback to libtess.   Earcut + deviation + Libtess is still twice as fast as always using libtess.Load time of 2D maps has been reduced thanks to revamped tessellators. This improves the speed, accuracy and memory profile of the core algorithms. Feature layer rendering improved due to optimizations related to triangulation of geometries. Triangulation processing improved without reducing quality. Drawing improvements include faster processing of data values in visualizations so they can be updated more rapidly, providing a better user experience and improved performance. FeatureLayer updates are faster when changing the variable driving the visualization. 



Visualization



VECTOR TILE LAYERS Style esri’s basemaps
Or create your own
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DEMO

Presenter
Presentation Notes
progressive drawing (including symbol blending).Reduced amount of network requests for VectorTileLayer with better tile caching.

https://developers.arcgis.com/javascript/latest/api-reference/esri-Map.html#basemap


VECTOR TILE STYLE EDITOR Customize vector tile maps
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DEMO

https://developers.arcgis.com/vector-tile-style-editor/


DOT DENSITY Randomly drawn dots to represent a field 
value.
Configure how much each dot represents
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https://ekenes.github.io/conferences/ds-2019/plenary/dot-density-housing/https://ekenes.github.io/esri-ts-samples/visualization/dot-density/?url=http://services.arcgis.com/V6ZHFr6zdgNZuVG0/arcgis/rest/services/USA_County_Crops_2007/FeatureServer/0https://ekenes.github.io/conferences/ds-2019/plenary/dot-density-legend/

https://ekenes.github.io/conferences/ds-2019/plenary/dot-density-housing/


DICTIONARY RENDERER Creates vector symbols dynamically
Created in Pro, shared as an item in Online



WEB STYLE SYMBOLS More than 100 new web style symbols
CIM symbols
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Cartegraphic information model. Pro spec for everything that is persisted with Pro, we’re just using the symbol part. Repo on gituhb. Better symbology.WebStyleSymbol: https://developers.arcgis.com/javascript/latest/sample-code/webstylesymbol-proportional-2d/index.htmlCIM: https://developers.arcgis.com/javascript/latest/sample-code/cim-symbols/index.htmlCIM: copy webstylespec, create a CIMSymbol manually and change the color, size and transparency: http://fangli/pro-webstyles-editing-demo/CIMPoints_Julie.htmlCIM: create your own symbol, like if you want to add letters/numbers in the symbol, or something with multiple layers. Must follow the CIM spec (JSON). You can lock a color.Something in the future like symbol playground to create custom CIMs?



GEOJSON LAYER Style & interact like a feature layer
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DEMO

https://developers.arcgis.com/javascript/latest/sample-code/sandbox/index.html?sample=layers-geojson


FILTERING Client-side
Decide how to style feature within filter, 
and outside filter.DEMO

https://nw-brews.mapsdevext.arcgis.com/apps/InteractiveLegend/index.html?appid=e74bceb3a9284f0599bcd360dadfb05d
https://developers.arcgis.com/javascript/latest/sample-code/featureeffect-geometry/index.html


CLUSTERING Client-side
Point features-only
Reduces number of features in the viewDEMO

https://developers.arcgis.com/javascript/latest/sample-code/sandbox/index.html?sample=featurereduction-cluster-filter-slider


TIME      Time aware layers and views
Time slider widget
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DEMO

https://developers.arcgis.com/javascript/latest/sample-code/sandbox/index.html?sample=widgets-timeslider-offset


3D CLIENT-SIDE PROCESSING
• Querying
• Filtering
• Statistics
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Interactivity – client-side querying, filtering, statistics - in feature layers, csv, geojson, and in 2D and 3D.Client-side in-memory DB, does a client-side index, all work is done in workers. If you had the same SQL on the client as you do on the server, can build interactive workflows. (start with 2D)



BUILDING SCENE LAYER Export from BIM
Visualize & interact with buildings with detailed interiors
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https://developers.arcgis.com/javascript/latest/sample-code/building-scene-layer-slice/live/index.html


1. Round tube
2. Square tube
3. Wall
4. Strip

LINE SYMBOLS

https://developers.arcgis.com/javascript/latest/sample-code/visualization-path-3d/live/index.html


BUILD YOUR UI
Collection of widgets
Customizable
Easy placement



DEMO

https://developers.arcgis.com/javascript/latest/sample-code/sandbox/index.html?sample=sketch-geometries


WIDGETS
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• Use as-is or customize/extend
• Widget view / view model architecture

Original Alternative view Custom view 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Widget view / view model architecture. We are evaluating web components as a way to build reusable UI components, shared easily across frameworksComing out with more widgets; layer swipe. Like 3.x. Also thinking about enabling clipping regions, so for example a country cut out.



SWIPE • Any layer type except vector tile layers 
Vertical or horizontal swipeDEMO

Presenter
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Show vertical swipe as well

https://developers.arcgis.com/javascript/latest/sample-code/sandbox/index.html?sample=widgets-swipe


BASEMAP LAYER LIST
• Separates base layer from reference 

layer
• Can edit basemap’s title, layer order 

and layer grouping



SKETCHING • Draw graphics on the graphics layer
• Use the OOB widget

DEMO

https://developers.arcgis.com/javascript/latest/sample-code/sandbox/index.html?sample=sketch-geometries


EDITING Form-based editing
Feature templates
Create & update geometry 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Form based: conditional



EDITOR WIDGET Widget that brings together the editing 
experience

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Form based: conditional



Client-side GeometryEngine
Buffer, cut, merge, validation workflows, etc…

DEMO

https://developers.arcgis.com/javascript/latest/sample-code/sandbox/index.html?sample=sketch-update-validation






Download the Esri
Events app and find 

your event

Select the session you 
attended

Scroll down to “Survey”
Log in to access the 

survey
Complete the survey 
and select “Submit”

Please Share Your Feedback in the App

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Guidance:This is the survey slide. You can use the example as is or you can screenshot your session. 



Share your apps and suggestions with us…

jsapi_pm@esri.com

• Your apps!
• Your impressions on the latest API
• Ideas for future events related to web development 
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